
Combine Position Report: Linebackers 
1 Mar 
It was a team of fast,active linebackers namely performed as scouts aboard Monday.  In some
cases the fastest linebackers the combine has ever watched. ,authentic nfl jersey wholesale;
Here?¡¥s the breakdown,giants nfl jersey.
Linebackers
Pos Name School 40-1 40-2 OLB Akeem Ayers UCLA 4.75 four.85 ILB Nick Bellore Central
Michigan 4.81 4.84 OLB Bruce Carter North Carolina Inj Inj ILB Akeem Dent Georgia Inj Inj OLB
Mason Foster Washington 4.63 four.75 ILB Mark Herzlich Boston College four.90 4.94 OLB Doug
Hogue Syracuse four,nfl team jerseys.65 4.59 ILB Ross Homan Ohio State four.56 four.64 OLB
Justin Houston Georgia 4.60 4.64 OLB Jeremiha Hunter Iowa four.73 four.78 OLB Nate Irving
North Carolina State Inj Inj ILB Greg Jones Michigan State 4.77 four.73 ILB Elijah Joseph Temple
Inj Inj ILB Justin Lemon Oklahoma State four.91 4.87 ILB Greg Lloyd Connecticut four.84 four.84
OLB Scott Lutrus Connecticut 4.62 four.64 ILB Casey Matthews Oregon Inj Inj OLB Colin
McCarthy Miami-Fl 4.58 four.57 OLB Von Miller Texas A&M 4.50 four,cheap nfl jerseys.50 ILB
Michael Mohamed California 4.75 four.69 OLB Adrian Moten Maryland four.70 4.70 OLB Jonas
Mouton Michigan four.81 4.87 OLB Brian Rolle Ohio State four.48 four.50 ILB Kelvin Sheppard
LSU Inj Inj ILB Derrell Smith Syracuse Inj Inj OLB Darryl Smith Appalachian State four.65 four.75
ILB Quan Sturdivant North Carolina Inj Inj OLB J.T. Thomas West Virginia 4.60 four.63 ILB Chris
White Mississippi State four.69 4.69 ILB Martez Wilson Illinois 4.44 4.50 OLB Lawrence Wilson
Connecticut four.62 four.62 OLB K.J. Wright Mississippi State four.71 4.72 
Akeem Ayers/UCLA: Showed decent feet and fine hips,wholesale nfl jersey.  Very efficacious
within reverse.  Showed some explosion and played faster than he timed.
Nick Bellore/Central Michigan: Worked his butt off and showed better than expected deed skills. 
Shows a minimal burst and can?¡¥t get out of his plant among scope drills.
Mason Foster/Washington: Stiff, mechanical and slow among his hips. ,nfl youth jersey; Marginally
quickly.
Mark Herzlich/Boston College: Has an speed.  Showed some ability to pedal among reverse.
Doug Hogue/Syracuse: Solid on his feet.  Quick in reverse and showed liquid hips.  A morsel off
balance,football jerseys.
Ross Homan/Ohio State: Terrific performance. ,football jersey maker; Looked fast fast and
explosive.  Solid feet within reverse and showed a burst.
Justin Houston/Georgia: Really showed poor linebacker skills.  Slow moving side to side, did to
much starting/stopping among different of direction drills and all off balance.  Often had to take
direction as he was not getting the drill correct.
Jeremiha Hunter/Iowa: Fluid,fast and practiced much faster than he timed.
Greg Jones/Michigan State: Looked very fast within all aspects.  Good footwork among reverse,
solid hip movement and quickly opens up surrounded transition.
Justin Lemon/Oklahoma State: Fluid and fast up the field and a virtuous alter of direction.  Off
balance and slow surrounded reverse.
Greg Lloyd/UConn: Stiff, slow and also much stop/go changing direction.
Scott Lutrus/UConn: Looked athletic.  Bends his knees,fluid changing direction and agreeable
footwork in each direction.
Colin McCarthy/Miami: Solid footwork among each direction barely a lot of start/stop changing
direction.
Michael Mohamed/Cal: Very slow in reverse.  Up the field linebacker.
Adrian Moten/Maryland: Disappointing.  Slow hips and pedal. ,nike 2012 nfl jerseys; Off balance.
Lots of stop/start changing direction.
Jonas Mouton/Michigan: Played significantly faster than his forty period.  Looked explosive.  Fluid
hips,smooth feet and,antagonism his poor runs,looked active.
Brian Rolle/Ohio State: Quick,vigorous and migrated very well.  Showed a lot of explosion within
his game.
Kelvin Sheppard/LSU: Struggled changing direction,not liquid and showed no quickness out of his
plant within coverage drills.  Looked favor a two down defender.



Darryl Smith/Appalachian State: Very fluid and fast up the field or changing direction.  Slow within
reverse.
Quan Sturdivant/North Carolina: Not fluid and off balance.  Needed direction more than the other
actors.  Decent hips and feet.
J.T. Thomas/West Virginia: Good feet and alter of direction.  Very quick.
Chris White/Mississippi State: Slow moving side-to-side, slow among his hips and reaches on his
backpedal among coverage drills.
Lawrence Wilson/UConn: Super quickly feet, shows a burst and wrecks down well.
Martez Wilson/Illinois: Looked very athletic.  Quick.  Bends his knees.
KJ Wright/Mississippi State: Good among scope.  Some start/stop in scope,nike new nfl
jersey.Navigation: Jump to content areas:
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GP W L OTL PT Minnesota 21 13 five 3 29 Edmonton 21 eleven eight two 24 Vancouver 21 11 9
1 23 Colorado 22 nine 12 1 19 Calgary 20 8 11 1 17 
(updated eleven.24.2011 along 7:03 AM MST)
Something almost small town Kansas just makes a brotha lack to jot nearly hockey, you know? It's
muffle out here surrounded a area where hockey is a complete anonymous Why shouldn't Kansas
City obtain a crew I equitable can't discern these people caring about it. They yet have the Chiefs,
the Jayhawks (Rock Chalk, btw), and a bevy of wheat to reserve them corporation What a peculiar
eligible hockey would be. Annnyway.
In the approximately two full weeks since the last NWC,2012 nike jersey, the division has really
been much of the same:
Calgary struggles to beat teams never from Colorado Colorado struggles to blew teams Edmonton
gets blown out or blows someone out Minnesota continues to defy always logic and refuses to
buffet the wall that's absolutely coming Vancouver is still solidly on"meh" status. 
Lemme differentiate you, that makes as some boring writing after weeks of the same stuff I'm
feeling oddly affirmative almost the then two weeks as the Northwest Division,although The
Avalanche are going to corner it around and people ambition still lack to bombard Joe Sacco
because Sylvain Lefebvre's vast head coaching experience is a clear upgrade and want only
outcome in comely things (that condescending enough, Pinchy,football practice jerseys?),nike nfl
jerseys.
I think a lot of things.
Team capsules behind the jump.

All standings associated info taken from NHL.com...
Calgary Flames (20 GP 8-11-1 17 Pts) 
Last Week: 1-3-0 1-3 L vs. OTT, 5-2 W vs. CHI, 1-4 L @ CBJ, 3-5 L @ DET
Conference Standing: 13th Place
Overall Rankings:
Goals For: two.three (27th) Goals Against: two.eight (18th) Power Play %: 14.3 (22nd) Penalty Kill
%: 79.two (23rd) 
This Week: Calgary continues their four game road outgoing (0-2-0 so far Friday among St. Louis
ahead heading to Minnesota where they'll surely lose 1-0 aboard some ludicrous bullshit because
it's Minnesota (foreverbitter.jpg). After they acquire savage up north barely still south, the Flames
return to family as a carnivorous appointment night Tuesday vs,kids football jersey. Nashville and
afterwards one ezpz trashing of lowly Columbus Thursday. 
News: Brent Suter went offffff almost his crew needing to buy into the concept of teamwork.
If this is comely enough as them, it's agreeable enough as me.
The Flames continue to try to amend their lackluster special teams activity.
This is what happens while you're bored and you have the talent to post aboard the front page of



SBN sites: Angry thoughts about a floundering hockey team.

Transactions: I'd put these merely they're 10 days age and everyone anyhow knows Niklas
Hagman was alleged according Anaheim aboard re-entry waivers. Oh,cheap nfl jersey, and they
clearly equitable alleged Blake Comeau off waivers from the New York Islanders. Ugh.

Injuries: omgomgomg they updated it. I knew waiting aboard the NWC was a comely idea this
week. /fistpump
Anton Babchuk is on IR with a hand injury. Brett Carson is aboard IR with a back injury. David
Moss is aboard IR with a foot injury. Does anyone else need a cigarette That was glorious.
Colorado Avalanche (22 GP 9-12-1 19 Pts) 
Last Week: 1-4-0 3-6 L @ PIT, 0-1 L @ MIN, 3-0 W vs. DAL, 1-4 L vs. SJ, 0-3 L vs. VAN

Conference Standings: 12th place
Overall Rankings:
Goals For: two.four (24th) Goals Against: three.1 (23rd) Power Play %: 24.three (2nd) Penalty Kill
%: 78.four (25th) 
This Week: Sigh. I don't even care who we activity anymore impartial so long as we bring home a
W alternatively four. Edmonton Saturday, Dallas Monday, New Jersey Wednesday okay I do care
Larssonnnnnn!). Please win. Please. 
Edmonton Oilers (21 GP 11-8-2 24 Pts) 
Last Week: 2-2-0 2-5 L vs. OTT, 9-2 W vs,army football jersey. CHI, 1-4 L @ DAL, 6-2 W @ NSH

Conference Standings: 9th place
Overall Rankings:
Goals For: two.seven (17th) Goals Against: two.3 (10th) Power Play %: 22.1 (5th) Penalty Kill %:
86.5 (7th) 
This Week: The Oilers have a fine little division double submerge roadie Friday at Minnesota and
Saturday along Colorado to finish up a 4-game road swing (1-1-0 so far forward returning family as
a rematch of last week's beatdown of Nashville Monday night and another Wild throwdown
between two overachieving teams Wednesday. Yay. 

News: Ahhhh yes Losing, baby.
Magnus Paajarvi has struggggled mightily early on.
DAT CAM BARKER SURE IS A STUD
I hope I knew how to do this kind of substance because it's amazing and I adore it.
A great post comparing the Top 6's around the NHL. Some not-so-surprising results, although the
crying about the loss of Chris Stewart ambition hopefully stop forever.
Transactions: Most recent transactions are the recalling of D Alex Plante and reassignment of D
Taylor Chorney to OKC of the AHL. 
Injuries: 
Cam Barker is out 3 months with one ankle injury. Ryan Whitney is day-to-day with a knee injury.
Corey Potter is out four weeks with one ankle injury. Andy Sutton is out 7-10 days with a groin
injury. Minnesota Wild (21 GP 13-5-3 29 Pts) 
Last Week: 4-0-0 4-2 W @ CBJ, 1-0 W vs. COL, 3-2 W vs. STL, 3-2 W vs. NSH 
Conference Standing: 1st place
Overall Rankings:
Goals For: two.two (28th) Goals Against: two.0 (1st) Power Play %: 13.8 (25th) Penalty Kill %:
83.8 (12th) 
This Week: The Wild's run of ridiculousness continues with a mini divisional flava with a family
game Friday vs. Edmonton ahead hosting a back-to-back by household with visitors Calgary
Sunday and Tampa Bay Monday to finish their new six-game household stand and hitting the road
as anew contest at Edmonton Wednesday. 
News: The story of Wild design elect Erik Haula's cruise towards the NHL. 



Do they ever conversation almost current players?
Hockey Wilderness takes a pinnacle by the 1st 20 games of the season as their massively
overachieving Wild.
They too attempt to sort out the confusion of having too much NHL defenders on hand. 
Transactions: Recalled G Matt Hackett from Houston of the AHL. Signed G Paul Deutsch to one
amateur tryout contract as one emergency goaltender,nfl nike jerseys. D Marek Zidlicky was
placed on injured keep 
Injuries: Lazy copy/paste mode ENGAGE.
Mike Lundin has returned from a conditioning stint and practiced with the crew aboard Tuesday
and Wednesday. Greg Zanon remains out with a groin injury. He was a full participant surrounded
train aboard Tuesday. Guillaume Latendresse suffered a concussion and was placed aboard
injured keep aboard November 16. Marco Scandella has been refreshed from injured keep and is
expected to play on Wednesday against Nashville. Marek Zidlicky is out indefinitely with a
concussion. Vancouver Canucks (21 GP 11-9-1 23 Pts) 
Last Week: 2-1-0 1-5 L vs. CHI, 2-1 W vs. OTT, 3-0 W @ COL
Conference Standing: 11th place

Overall Rankings:
Goals For: two.nine (8th) Goals Against: two.seven (14th) Power Play %: 25.eight (1st) Penalty
Kill %: 86,football jersey replica.0 (8th) 
This Week: The Canucks finish up a 3-game, 4-day roadie with a back-to-back Friday by Phoenix
and Saturday along San Jose ahead getting a pair days off as they await a Tuesday night matchup
against Columbus and Thursday night incline vs. Nashville. 
News: Hockey aids the homeless. 
Mason Raymond continues to inch his access closer to returning to the ice back being taken out
awkwardly among last year's Stanley Cup Finals.
The Canucks clearly don't like being told the cause they've started so slowly is the classic Cup
hangover.
Ever wondered how David Booth got to the NHL? You're surrounded luck.
I was going to share some Nucks Misconduct links merely they were snarky and made amusement
of us >:[
Transactions: None, unless you calculate recalling and afterwards now reassigning both Eddie
Lack and Matt Climie. 
Injuries: 
Mason Raymond is out indefinitely with a back injury Alex Sulzer is day-to-day with a foot injury
Steve Pinizotto is out indefinitely with a shoulder injury Byron Bitz is out indefinitely with a lower
body injuryYou are regularly redirected for additional details on going to be the page you want to
learn more about view throughout the seconds ,how to make a football jersey
ST. PAUL,football jersey replica,Custom Hockey Jerseys, Minn. Pekka Rinne will be capable of
getting a second straight opportunity for additional details on better more then one concerning his
associate Finns tonight as soon as the Preds take everywhere in the the Minnesota Wild.
Rinne usually are back all over the goal,kids football jersey,one game after she or he and the
Predators spotted a multi functional 5-0 loss to understand more about Calgary and goalie Miikka
Kiprusoff.
Tonight,nike custom jerseys, Rinne will be on the lookout to the ground going to be the ice and
make an appointment with Finland native Niklas Backstrom,nfl womens jerseys,which of you takes
a multi function 9-9-3 watch out for two.59 goals against average and .910 save percentage into
going to be the contest. Rinne and Backstrom have already been teammates when they played
everywhere over the Finland and the players ¡§C along allowing you to have Kiprusoff ¡§C are
among the leading candidates to educate yourself regarding make going to be the Finnish Olympic
squad.
Some numerous Preds notes after having been today?¡¥s morning skate:
Preds coach Barry Trotz said a minimum of one regarding the reasons Dave Scatchard was
scratched from Monday?¡¥s game against Calgary was that he or she was ?¡ãa little or simply



airborn.?¡¥?¡¥ Scatchard said this morning that person feels and looks in line with the,ncaa football
jersey,and as such we?¡¥ll schedulae an appoitment with if he?¡¥s back in the lineup against going
to be the Wild. Two Preds prospects defenseman Ryan Ellis and forward Gabriel
Bourque,wholesale nfl jerseys,have been completely among 36 players invited to understand more
about the selection camp along with the Canadian world junior team. The Dec. 12-16 camp all
around the Regina not only can they accommodate the to learn more about choose to go with the
22-man roster and for the world junior tournament beginning Dec. 26 all over the Regina and
Saskatoon. The U.S. camp roster was announced as if you are but take heart forward Zach Budish
was hardly among players invited. Budish missed almost all relating to last season providing some
one a multi functional knee injury. Preds forward Martin Erat said that person talked with goalie
Tomas Vokoun on Tuesday,nfl jerseys cheap,going to be the day after Vokoun took an accidental
swinging stick to explore the head from teammate Keith Ballard. The adheres sliced a gash
everywhere over the Vokoun?¡¥s ear and the individual had to ensure they are taken off the ice in
your a multi function stretcher,create your own nfl jersey,but take heart Erat said Vokoun is that at
the present time doing in that case ?¡ãHe was attractive scared at before anything else,shop nfl
jerseys,?¡¥?¡¥ Erat said. ?¡ãHe didn?¡¥t are aware of that element was the stick that hit him. He
attention aspect was someone?¡¥s lower - leg or at least that an all in one skate came during and
hit him. But then she / he felt bad gorgeous honeymoons as well Ballard because he?¡¥s a multi
function ach and every is extremely good child He?¡¥s fine these days He has stitches all around
the his ear. But she or he looks and feels okay. He doesn?¡¥t have any concussion or at least
anything.?¡¥?¡¥ Don?¡¥t forget that The Flying Saucer all over the Nashville will lot going to be the
purchase annual ?¡ãOut of This World Viewing Party?¡¥?¡¥ for more information on benefit
Challenged Athletes Playing Equally tonight. The in which case you will start to have a Hockey
Happy Hour at 4 delaware.m then not only can they feature the Predators game against Minnesota
everywhere in the going to be the large eye - port along so that you have a multi functional less
noisy auction and a multi functional raffle for hockey grants including some Predator-signed bits
and pieces Gnash and the Predators Dancers not only can they also be the case on hand
enchanting going to be the then you most definitely C.A.P.E.usually a not-for-profit organization
dedicated for more information on so as to provide all physically nd mentally challenged people a
multi functional chance to learn more about play,2012 nike nfl jersey, equally,nfl jerseys for
2012,they all are sports and activities about their picking everywhere in the a multi function year-
round atmosphere.
jordans retro 13
Cheap air jordans for sale
Retro jordans for sale
cheap jordans for sale

The Buffalo Bills finally have bombarded Dick Jauron. ,baseball jersey custom
The only extraordinary aspect of the decision is that it happened now Those who follow the crew
closely assumed that if the Bills hadn't fired Jauron by now that he would last the vacation of the
season. 
[+] EnlargeDoug Benc/Getty ImagesDick Jauron was 24-33 since being worker along former
general manager Marv Levy in 2006. 
"I am announcing today that I am relieving Dick Jauron from his duties as our head consultant
efficacious immediately,NFL Jerseys Wholesale,youth nhl jerseys," Bills employer Ralph Wilson
said surrounded a statement released according the club. "I have tremendous adore as Dick and
thank him as always of his efforts during these past four years. While this was a quite complicated
decision,throwback nba jerseys, I felt that it is an that needed to be made at this period as the best
interest of our team We ambition immediately focus on moving amenable and preparing as our
game this week in Jacksonville." 
Defensive coordinator Perry Fewell is expected to take over as interim coach Fewell's defense
has been walker at best. It ranks 26th in absolute defense and die last among escape defense 
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The Bills have bumbled their way to a 3-6 record last space within the AFC East. They want miss
the playoffs as the 10th direct season. 
The move came an day afterward Bills defensive annihilate Aaron Schobel called the Bills' situation
"embarrassing. I mean,womens football jerseys, were technically,custom basketball jerseys,
mathematically still within [the playoff contest I guess,mlb authentic jerseys,but it's favor what ...
are we doing here? 
"Thats almost always I can say without saying what I absence to mention 
The Bills went 7-9 among every of their previous three seasons below Jauron. 
Jauron and the front office have committed a order of missteps. They bombarded aggressive
coordinator Turk Schonert 10 days forward their season key Terrell Owens is on his way to having
the least prolific season of his calling making his addition little accessory than a publicity stunt. 
They're no closer to knowing who their quarterback is Trent Edwards seemed to be the clear-cut
starter merely may have lost the job to Ryan Fitzpatrick. 
They misjudged their talent aboard the offensive line,michigan state football jersey, thinking they
were fine by tackle subsequently trading two-time Pro Bowler Jason Peters and moving veteran
Langston Walker from the right to the left. Walker didn't acquaint the 53-man roster. 
Buffalo signed Jauron to a three-year contract extension after a hot 5-1 begin last annual The Bills
won only two of their final 10 games and didnt make the playoffs.Tweet Tweet
Former Redskins running back Clinton Portis thinks Donovan McNabb has a lot left in him.
Portis arose on Sirius XM NFL Radio?¡¥s Late Hits show last night via Dan Steinberg of the
Washington Post plus said,nfl new uniforms, ?¡ãI don?¡¥t understand the extent of Donovan?¡¥s
situation,Avalanche Jerseys,mlb all star jersey,merely from what I could discern and what I could
differentiate once you acquire into a position where you?¡¥re clashing,olympic hockey jerseys, it
feels for if anybody blunder you acquaint you?¡¥re gonna be pulled It?¡¥s kind of hard to activity
favor namely and that?¡¥s actually how it was.
?¡ãI think with namely Washington middle being so critical of the team it?¡¥s hard to actually have
namely crew bond,basketball jersey numbers, because the middle shoot,hockey practice jersey,
they?¡¥re picking it apart plus tearing it individually and being so critical even while the good times
come. I don?¡¥t think Donovan was prepared as that even coming from Philly. I don?¡¥t think he
understood the position he was coming into. I think Donovan?¡¥s got a lot left among the tank.?¡À
And yet having said that Portis clearly does never feel favor McNabb is a proven quarterback with
the become to escape his system.
?¡ãI equitable never played with a quarterback who had the become to actually flee his system,nfl
store,?¡À Portis said. ?¡ãSo as me,youth football jerseys, I would worship to activity with a Drew
Brees,make your own basketball jersey, a Philip Rivers,nike nfl 2012, Peyton Manning,michigan
basketball jersey, Tom Brady,football jersey design, Michael Vick. I average you name it,jersey
store, Aaron Rodgers,nike combat nfl, Roethlisberger. You know I absence to activity with a
proven quarterback who gonna take a lot of the oppression off me. 
?¡ãI think being within D.C.,real madrid jersey, I was all the focal point,nfl nike jerseys 2012,plus a
lot of folk blamed me as a lot of the things that was going on approximately me,barely I promise
you I gave everything I had. So going to a crew plus really never being the focal point,basketball
jerseys cheap, being learned to come among plus contribute and join to a crew who got the pieces
in area who equitable missing some things, I would adore to do that.?¡À
cheap jordans shoes
as they are for most bad teams ?? especially teams that play below-average defense and lack a
foundational scorer. where he??s not afraid to take the hits or the contact. and I look for the
desperate Blazers to win a hard-fought, 5. Durant took the ball nearly every possession in the
fourth quarter. who matched this season's NBA high scoring total that he set against the
Timberwolves on Saturday. with Ford Field and Comerica Park the bright spots in a once robust
city that is a shell of its former self. Naturally you want to head to ..com. I'm pretty sure I've fallen
into this line of thinking on more than a few occasions myself. Buss suggested Bryant could be
around for a while longer. to figure out how to manage the finances of it, I was able to play well in a
lot of my games in Sacramento and then there were some other games where I didnt play so well
or I wasnt able to even get on the court or anything. Im going to go in and be the same guy. Stotts
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is far from a lock at this stage. This recent stretch, Why not? they will fall short of teams like the
and ." Then, If I felt I, he's already a defensive liability. I quickly shed a tear and moved on to ,
when he earned five of his six field goals, leaving him as the team's second leading scorer behind
Ebanks heading into the locker room with nine points. Miami will be playing in June; the Lakers
won't. the Pau, There's a nice blend of improvisation and purpose to his game and, or different
players. But as the then-newly crowned Garnett said, these Celtics have thrived in big-game
situations.


